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EDITOR’S CORNER

Should You Get On
An Elevator With Me?

As of June 1st I'm sheltering in place in New Rochelle,
ground zero for C-19 in New York, and I am doing quite
well thank you. I must admit, however, that I'm suffering
from a touch of agoraphobia, a clinical condition listed in
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.
That basically means that I am uncomfortable leaving
home for any reason, and even more so should I find
myself elbow to elbow with people vying for carrots and
toilet paper.
It's no longer considered shameful to suffer from a mental health condition, but if I visited a psychiatrist during this
pandemic, I might be considered almost normal in this
one regard.
Furniture shows have come up as a topic in conversation this past week with retailers, manufacturers and industry suppliers. People are wondering what the experience
will look like. Will they feel safe? Will some manufacturers
work with retailers by appointment only? Is show attendance essential for their businesses? Can they do it via
Zoom instead? So many questions!
I've been unable to answer any of these, but perhaps I
can make it easier for you to answer the only question that
matters. At Market, if you see me getting on an elevator,
will you follow me through the doors, say hello, shake my
hand, or take the stairs instead?
For many of my industry friends, what has always been
a difficult decision will have become even harder. So, here
are some metrics to help you make a data-driven decision.
• I live in the hard-hit NY metro area so maybe you should
take the stairs.
• My demographic (older person) means that I've tended to
stay away from social interactions, so it might be safe to
get on the elevator.
• I've slept in my mask for the past 90 days... thumbs up!
• Being bald, I haven't visited a coughing hairstylist lately...
a positive.
• If you are a manufacturer, I'm not going to buy anything
from you... so bottom line, it might not be worth the risk of
getting too close.

Should we find ourselves face to face, I don't want to
make you feel uncomfortable, and won't take offense if you
take the stairs. Best wishes for a successful opening, good
health and good business.
Regards,

Russell Bienenstock
Editorial Director/CEO
russ@furninfo.com

8
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NEW FRONT DOORS
TO HOME FURNISHINGS RETAIL
by David McMahon

T

The transition to the new front
he source
door is complete. From here on,
brick and mortar have become a
and the
component of retail in some business models, but it cannot be THE
management definition of retail. The new "front
door” for retail home furnishings
has become the place
of every door business
where shoppers first engage.
the past three months, retailto your operation, ersOver
all over North America, have
observed a huge shift in consumer
both virtual and
behavior. This two-part article will
this shift and make suggesphysical, are critical discuss
tions regarding how Furniture World
readers can and should adapt their
elements for retail business models.
business success
Retail Never Shut Down
going forward.
Retail sales never shut down over
the past few months even though
the buildings operated by "non-essential" businesses such as furniture
stores closed.
Many brick and mortar retailers reading this may find it hard
to believe that shuttered furniture
stores generated significant sales
volume during this period. In fact,

10
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some omni-channel ready retailers
that previously generated a majority of sales based on walk-in traffic
managed to generate sales volumes approaching normal levels.
This was only possible for operations that were already functioning
effectively before COVID-19. These
retailers had the ability to ratchet up
the digital aspects of their business
to adapt and compete with e-commerce retail giants like Wayfair,
whose sales exploded during this
period.
By contrast, I believe that too
many furniture and bedding retailers
made the worst possible decision in
recent months by posting "we are
closed" messages on their websites
and putting similar communications
on their automated email replies
and telephone recordings.

The Biggest Mistake
Retail should NEVER be closed,
provided that there remains some
capacity for communicating with
customers and vendors, ordering
product and delivering goods.

RETAIL OPERATIONS

Businesses that decided to shut
down their entire lead funnel, saw
sales go to zero.
Business operations are machines
that run best while warm. Even
those that kept operations going
with minimal delivery, sales and
service are getting back up to speed
with greater efficiency. We can all
learn from those who managed to
stay running during the darkest time
of the pandemic. Those retailers
that went “dark” are having more
trouble restarting.

Lessons Learned

1.

Customers still wanted
to connect with retailers
during dark times.
The challenges people experienced while sheltering in place,
including homeschooling and working from home, created new needs
for home furnishings. That's a big
reason why customers continued to
reach out to retailers who communi12
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cated that they remained ready and
able to help people improve their
home environments.

2.

Retailers benefited
by aligning with the
right suppliers.
Throughout this period vendors
and retailers faced similar challenges. Both were forced to change business processes overnight and supply
chains were disrupted. Retailers who
anticipated this issue, and expanded
their inventory of bestsellers, were
and are better positioned to adapt
to supply chain shortages. Likewise,
retailers that aligned with fewer,
more reliable vendors are now better able to return to profitability.
Good vendor relationships have
proven to enable the extension of
credit during times of physical retail
closure. When reconsidering suppliers to adapt to your current situation
you may want to refer to a previous article in this series, "How to
Choose the Right Supplier" from the
January/February 2019 issue of furniture World found at www.furninfo.

com/Authors/David_McMahon/6

3.

Keeping key employees
was a smart idea.
Businesses that maintained their
key managers and top performing
sales and operations staff without
a lay-off mostly managed to deliver
and sell through this period. For a
variety of reasons, at the time of this
writing, many retailers are also in
need of additional talent. Those that
were not forced to furlough have

"Lead management has
become critical. Portals,
such as Podium, Perq,
Chat, and the good-ole
telephone are now being
described as the new
front door."
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No matter how digital
we've become, designers
like me love that
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Furniture Library and
touch history, design
the future!

“

Touch History, Design The Future!
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“Appointment selling is the sliver lining

in this whole miserable experience. It is the one big competitive advantage that has
emerged giving retailers with physical showrooms an advantage over the likes of
Wayfair and Amazon."

fewer issues in talent acquisition.
Some have chosen to give their
people a bonus using forgivable PPP
loan funds they have received.

4.

Doing the right
thing was the right
thing to do.
During the current health
crisis, many furniture retailers have extended support to
front-line healthcare workers, leading to a heightened
sense of community. Furniture
and mattress businesses have
donated product, time, even
health supplies and equipment.
They've also given gift cards to
other local retailers hard hit
by the pandemic. This created
local goodwill for retailers who
stayed engaged and involved
locally, positioning them for a
quicker rebound.

5.

Business process
improvements made
during the pandemic will
yield big results.
The pandemic accelerated the
need for modifications to selling
engagement systems, checkout processes, delivery, pick-up and service
procedures. As well, owners and
14
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managers who kept their retail messaging current, plus accomplished
tasks such as repricing, merchandising, training, and general organization, will be glad that they did.

tion about what has been working
and how to deal with common challenges has drawn members closer
together and, I believe, rescued
several businesses.

7.

6.

Retailers realized the
benefits of peer support.
Peer support has been critical to
helping many companies navigate
these challenging times. Our performance groups, for example, have
met virtually, weekly, since the crisis
emerged. The sharing of informa-

Appointment selling
has become a
powerful tool.
“Appointment Selling” is the
silver lining in this whole miserable experience. It is the one
big competitive advantage that
has emerged giving retailers
with physical showrooms an
advantage over the likes of
Wayfair and Amazon. Retailers
with both a physical and digital presence can let customers
“test drive it before they buy
it.” Sure, online-only retailers
can provide 3D imaging and
the ability to digitally insert
items into photos of customer
rooms, but that's not the same
experience. Appointment selling saves everyone time by matching a motivated buyer with a skilled
salesperson or designer. Done well
it helps shoppers make their purchase today
—and remain satisfied
tomorrow.
Home living and sleep products
are an essential product/service,
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NEW FRONT DOOR
"The sharing of
information about what
has been working
and how to deal with
common challenges
has drawn members
closer together and I
believe, rescued several
businesses."
especially in today's stay-at-home
economy, which is unlikely to return
to pre-pandemic ways of living,
business and travel any time soon.

Six Powerful
Retail-Focused
Issues!
In-depth information that
helps home furnishings
retailers boost sales,
cut costs and identify
opportunities.

Subscribe at

www.furninfo.com
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Appointment selling has allowed
many retailers to safely do business
with serious customers who need
the essential service that home retail
enables. Motivated buyers interacting with professional sellers of home
goods have caused close rates to
increase to between 60 and 100
percent. Along with this increase,
average sales have grown, probably due a greater focus on helping
consumers solve their needs in fewer
visits.
I see this trend continuing and
I believe it should be tracked and
marketed accordingly.

8.

Increased reliance on
social networking.
Facebook has become more powerful as retailers continue to rely
on its unmatched social platform.
Those retailers that cultivated an
established following prior to the
crisis have been able to successfully

introduce appointments, auctions,
and videos to generate business.

9.

Digital marketing
has taken over.
Digital marketing has taken over
from traditional media as the dominant consumer-facing media in
retail. Over the years, I have joked
with retailers that if they ever wanted
to know which media really works,
they could shut everything off except
for one media type and see what
happens. During this crisis, this is
exactly what many operations did.
They shut down all but select digital media. The result for many was
that the returns on ad spend went
up considerably. In some markets,
however, for retailers with a history
of broadcasting niche-style messages over traditional media, increased
impact was achieved among people
who were stuck at home in front of
the TV.

"Owners and managers
who accomplished
tasks such as repricing,
merchandising, training,
and general organization, will be glad that
they did."
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There are a
number of
ways you
can order!

Yes, we've
remained
open for
appointment
selling.

"Turning a business
completely off is
disastrous. Those that
continued with minimal
delivery operations, sales
and service, even at a
trickle of former sales
volume, are getting back
up to speed."

10.

Lead management
should be tracked
from the source.
Portals such as Podium, Perq,
Chat, and the good-ole telephone
are now being described as “the
new front door.” This is where the
journey or first connection between
customers and retailers occurs.
This first contact is where retailers
should register their "up." Prior to
17
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This mattress
is our
best seller
still in
stock.

We do
offer
no touch
delivery.

You need to
update your
home office
I can help
set up?

the crisis, and even now, “traffic”
meant shoppers entering through
a physical doorway. Retailers are
pretty good at measuring physical
door (last door) swings, The "first
door" most actually enter through
(website engagement, chat, telephone) has been haphazardly monitored by most. The revelation here
about the “new front door” is that
the source and management of
all doors, virtual and physical, has
become a critical element for businesses going forward. Furnishings
retailers must, therefore, develop
systems processes for shoppers who
enter through any door by using
“Customer Journey Management.”
This is the term I use for walking the
customer through the various stages
of a purchasing system. For retail
home furnishings, this encompasses
more than CRM (customer relationship management) due to the
unique characteristics of buying and
delivering home furnishings.

Next Issue
The next article in this series will
explore the connections between
“Customer Journey Management,”

you with
that!

“Appointment Selling” and “The
New Front Door” to look at how you
can take advantage of a paradigm
shift that has occurred in retail. Until
then, remember that an omnichannel retailer, a truly essential retailer,
is never closed. Don’t go dark, ever.
David McMahon: David McMahon
is a retail, financial, and operational professional and Founder of
PerformNOW. PerformNOW has
four primary products to help businesses improve: Performance-based
Accounting, Business Reviews and
Coaching, Performance Groups
and Individual Business Consulting.
David is a Certified Management
Accountant and Certified Supply
Chain Professional. He directs multiple consulting projects, leads six
business mastermind performance
groups, three owners groups, one
sales manager group and two operations groups. You can connect
with David McMahon at david@
performnow.net,
https://www.
linkedin.com/in/davidwmcmahon,
https://performnow.net. See all of
David's Furniture World magazine
articles in this series at https://
www.furninfo.com/Authors/David_
McMahon/6.
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Hold The Pickle!
by Peter Schlosser

H

old the
pickle,
hold the
lettuce!
More delivery
options helps
your customers
feel in control.

If you're older than 40 you
might remember a certain hamburger chain whose jingle went,
“Hold the pickle, hold the lettuce,
special orders don't upset us /
All we ask is that you let us serve
it your way.” I remember being
confused by this, even as a kid,
because back then hamburgers
were largely served up in a certain
way, and that was that. Don't like
mustard? Focus on the ketchup!
I remember thinking, You mean,
I can choose what I want? Unheard
of! And believe me, the biggest
hamburger chain, McDonald's,
was not built upon customization.
It was built upon mass production
and no options. Today of course
all that has changed.

Flash Forward
Furniture for the most part was
a lot like hamburgers back in the
1970s. There were few options
and what you saw was what you
got. Today there are so many
manufacturers, price points and
styles, that with a little shopping
consumers can get close to anything they want. And, of course, at
higher price points there are custom options. Billions have been
poured into the sales end, where
20
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the magic happens and people
fall in love with their new “digs.”
Rightly so! But there's also opportunity for innovation on the back
end of the business.

Furniture Delivery
For the most part, furniture
retailers offer only two flavors
of delivery: will-call and white
glove. Within those two categories
there are of course many choices.
Some retailers open, inspect, and
even assemble some will-call furniture. Dave Berggren of Furniture
Connection
in
Clarksville,
Tennessee, is good example of
a retailer who will not deliver
knocked-down chairs. They're
delivered fully assembled unless
a customer is relocating (many
of his customers are relocating
military personnel) and the cube
is critical. His rationale is that
chairs are multi-component and
easily built incorrectly. That's why
he adds value to the transaction
by removing the stress—and liability—of having customers build
their own chairs.
White glove is an expression
that hearkens back to a time when
service professionals dressed
more formally and actually wore
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white gloves to protect the furniture
during delivery. Today, even with
some 3PLs (which this article will
discuss later) attire is rarely standardized and if there are rules they
are rarely enforced. Retailers like
Discovery Furniture and Furniture
Mall of Kansas in Topeka do come
close. At Furniture Mall of Kansas,
Jeff and Jamie Winter have developed a modus operandi for delivery
that is truly a treat to see.

"So now, instead of a
cursory looking-over in
the warehouse where all
your talent resides,
you'll have to either
replace it, offer an
allowance, or have a
tech repair it on-site or
back at the warehouse."

22

Difficult To Sell
Every furniture store has services
that are difficult to sell effectively. Chief among these is delivery.
Delivery charges have become such
an anathema for customers that it's
like asking them to donate a pint
of blood after they've spent thousands with you. Online reviews and
comments exacerbate this problem.
Yelp commiserations usually revolve
around bad delivery experiences.
“Never called!” “Broke my table!”
“They got sweat on my new sofa!”
and so on.
And suppose you're up against
a competing retailer with low overhead costs who can offer free delivery—how do you compete? The
Amazons and Wayfairs of the world
will ship for free (although the service is never, or should never be, as
good as yours).

Drop Shipping
The new ways of getting furniture
to a customer begin with the easiest:
drop shipping. The biggest retailers
are good at this for a variety of
reasons. It is incredibly convenient
to act as a middleman, collect the
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rake, and farm out the dirty delivery
part to any final mile freight carrier
that will deliver cheap. What's not to
love? And for high-margin, low-cost
things like KD and foreign-made
accessories, it's a winner. If the piece
is damaged, just toss it and replace
it, a new one is practically baked into
the price consumers paid. I'd never
suggest drop shipping a Century
sofa or a Karges dining table.

Will-Call
Will-call is frustrating because as
a retailer you have to choose: Do
you open it up and take a look, or
risk a bad customer experience?
Some retailers look at will-call as
a game of hot potato—once you
take it, it's yours! No givebacks! To
me, this is a mistake. Ask yourself:
If something goes wrong after the
customer leaves, will you honor any
sort of remedy? Defects? Anything
non-damage related? My guess is,
probably. So now, instead of a cursory looking-over in the warehouse
where all your talent resides, you'll
have to either replace it, offer an
allowance, or have a tech repair
it on-site or back at the warehouse. Damages most often occur
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“When offering white glove delivery,
it should be priced sensibly and easily, but without apology."

on corners, so I'd at least look at
the corners and tops. And if you
have a group that seems to always
have a specific problem, be proactive and take a look. When I was
a QC manager we established a
will-call department that opened,
inspected and deluxed everything.
The furniture was presented to the
customer in our building. Cameras
were trained on the area to look for
misses by our crew. As a result we
had very few service issues.

Curbside Delivery
The latest craze is curbside delivery. It's exactly as it sounds: The
customer's furniture is left at the
curb, and it's up to the customer
to bring it into the house, and dispose of the trash. Often this service is offered by retailers for free,
as direct competition to Amazon
or Wayfair. If it's raining, virtually
all retailers will have the furniture
wheeled to the customer's garage
or porch rather than let it sit in the
rain. I remember participating in
an experiment with a retailer where
this service was offered, and even
promoted, at point of sale. We
gave it six weeks. In all that time,
there were only two customers who
opted for free curbside delivery. Of
course, there were caveats: The
furniture was not opened, inspected or deluxed before delivery. It
was a true, raw, Amazon/Wayfair24
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style approach. And virtually no
one wanted it. But here's the kicker.
When we offered it as an option,
we got to say, without fibbing, that
we offered FREE DELIVERY!!! Of
course, the pandemic has recently
changed many customers' desire for
curbside delivery.

White-Glove Delivery
Of course, not every consumer
can bring a dual-reclining rocker
sofa into a house without damaging it (certainly not me anymore!).
So a lot of customers opt for white
glove delivery, a misnomer since as
mentioned previously white gloves
are rarely used. Furniture retailers
have different styles for white glove
delivery, and most of that leans
heavily on the personalities of the
drivers. A gregarious team has fun
with the customer, bringing humor
and expertise to the event. Others
just want to get done—either by
zooming through the process, or
plodding. Guess who decides how
it's going to get done? Store owners.
And if the owner doesn't seem too
concerned about how the process
goes, or won't enforce store policies
with unannounced site visits and
management/team meetings, then
delivery experiences can be haphazard and contrived.
Uniforms: The United States military is the most efficient force on

earth because it starts with one key
ingredient: uniforms. Recruits are
in one way or another stripped of
their individuality so they can be
efficiently and effectively taught how
to protect themselves and to follow
orders. A uniform conveys a strong
sense of belonging, and the more
tailored and designed the uniform,
the better the result. A faded T-shirt
that says “XYZ Furniture” on it is not
as empowering as an embroidered
polo shirt, a clean pressed pair of
tan slacks or shorts, a belt, proper
approved shoes, and perhaps a
logo ball cap. And of course, nonslip white gloves. Just like dating,
you never get a second chance
to make a first impression. Like
the comedian Jim Gaffigan says,
Nothing conveys to the world that
you give up like sweatpants.
Pricing: When offering white-glove
delivery, it should be priced sensibly
and easily, but without apology. The
most effective way is to price by
zone. Outlying areas can be priced
on a case-by-case basis. It is much
easier to charge a delivery fee by
not asking permission, but simply
stating that the professional delivery cost is included in the invoice.
It sure helps to have graphics of
your best team with the cleanest
truck at the point of sale when
you're working up the price! And to
quote Ricardo Montalban: Smiles,
everyone, smiles. Salespeople feel
confident charging for delivery when
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HOLD THE PICKLE!
they know the outcome is going to
be great. One of the most effective
salespeople at selling delivery I've
ever known was a guy I met nicknamed Boxer, at Gallery Furniture in
Houston. It was almost impossible
to say "no." He was confident, went
precisely by script, and looked customers in the eye. We all know that
hesitation can tank a sale quickly,
and that man never blinked.

"COVID-19 concerns
in many areas of
the country have
heightened the need
for choice and expanded
delivery options."

3PLs
Although not a new concept,
third-party logistics (3PLs) are rapidly gaining in popularity as an
alternative to owning or leasing,
maintaining, and staffing a fleet. I
doubt any retailer reading this who
has owned a diesel box truck ever
said, “That thing just ran and ran!
Never gave me any trouble!” The
same thing applies to many drivers. Finally, how much fun is it to
find drivers who have clean driving
records, are able to pass a DOT
qualifier and who want to work?
While you do have to cede a certain
amount of control when you work
with a 3PL, the upside is that you
can lower your operating expenses.
One of the easiest ways to mess up
a relationship with a 3PL is for store
owners and managers to allow any
kind of disrespect to poison the
relationship. Drivers need to be
respectful of the processes required
to make furniture delivery first quality. Likewise, the retailer's warehouse
staff need to ensure that drivers
never have to put anything on their
trucks that looks poorly made or
repaired. When mutual respect and

teamwork are lacking, this sort of
behavior creates a toxic, counter-productive environment that can
permeate the warehouse, leading
to rapid turnover, poor attitudes and
substandard delivery results. These
kinds of problems are exceedingly
difficult to remedy.

Conclusion
Being inventive and offering several different delivery alternatives
for customers to choose from helps
furniture retailers close sales. It
allows retail customers to feel more
in control of the process. COVID19 concerns in many areas of the
country have heightened the need
for choice and expanded delivery
options.
By augmenting the experience
with automated calling, or working
with an app that provides the customer with real-time delivery status,
customers feel like what they've paid
for is value-added. Information is
valuable but time is even more
valuable because nobody can make
more time. The more you respect
your customer's time, the more they'll
appreciate the delivery experience.
About Peter Schlosser: Peter
Schlosser is a warehouse and
repair consultant who works with
Profitability Consulting. Based in
Winston-Salem, NC, he is passionate about quality, and “doing it
right the first time.” Questions about
this article or any repair/delivery
topic can be directed to Peter at
peter_schlosser@rocketmail.com or
931-561-5488.

Advertorial Feature

Building Sales Before During & After COVID

"How The TraxSales UpBoard Helped Boost My Sales By Almost 30 Percent."

B

obby Broadnax Jr., owner of five
successful La-Z-Boy Furniture
Galleries in Texas credits the
implementation of TraxSales for facilitating a dramatic growth spurt in the
first quarter of this year.
“We started off with one store in
San Antonio," Broadnax recalls. "My
dad bought the business in 2000, then
built a second store in San Antonio. I
began working for him in 2012, following graduation from Texas Tech
University. Now we have three stores
in San Antonio, and one in Corpus
Christi. Our McAllen, Texas store is
located in the Rio Grande Valley on
the border of Mexico, a major hub for
retail and we are looking to build a
sixth store soon."

COVID-19 Traffic
“Because of the COVID-19 restrictions we were shut down from midMarch to the end of April. We booked
a lot of online orders and customers
set up private appointments via
email during that time. Our design
team made house calls, observing
social distancing, wearing masks and
gloves."
Now fully open for business,
Broadnax is seeing a wave of people eager to replace their furniture.

Since unemployment is a problem,
he's geared up to offer quite a bit of
financing.

Building Foot Traffic
“To be honest, I can't even remember what business was like without
TraxSales. We used to log in traffic by
hand in our San Antonio stores, and
then check the logs weekly. When we
opened up in Corpus Christi, which is
a couple of hours away, we needed to
keep a closer watch on traffic. That’s
why we called TraxSales several years
ago to have cameras installed to get
accurate information on foot traffic.
“When planning for 2020, we
decided that our five stores should be
growing revenue faster. At that point,
we asked Dave Mink at TraxSales for
help. He suggested we install the
TraxSales Upboard CRM (Customer
Relationship Manager) System. He
offered a money-back guarantee if
we didn’t see a 20 percent increase in
business. We took him up on the deal.
"Once we began to use the
TraxSales Upboard CRM System we
started thoroughly tracking close
ratios by salesperson, and improved
our Information Gathering Efficiency
(IGE).
“There are a lot of different ways

TraxSales has improved our business.
One of these is monthly private sales
events. The first private sales event
we did using TraxSales, on a random
Friday, added just shy of $200,000
sales dollars. The event generated
187 appointments, of which 76% (142)
showed up. We closed 115 of them—
or 80%.”

Sales Made Easy
“The greatest part about using
TraxSales is that everything we previously calculated by hand has become
a lot easier and more accurate. We
now know with certainty how each
salesperson is doing with warranties
and how many ups they're really getting. We also know which salespeople
are working out—and which are not.
“The system collects next-itemneeded (NIN) information, which has
been huge for us. After we make a
sale, and while a customer is still in
the store, our salespeople ask, ‘Hey,
Ms. Jones, may I ask you what the next
item is you might need in your home?’
Fifty percent of the time, we close that
next item while they're in the store.
“TraxSales works especially well with
financing. The salesperson walks the
customer over to the item they said
they might want to purchase next.
That additional purchase may only
add 20 or 30 dollars more per month
onto the ticket. If the customer doesn't
need it right then or doesn't want it
then, the salesperson enters the NIN
information into the TraxSales system,
noting what the customer needs and
when they need it. Then, at the proper time, the TraxSales system sends an
email to the store manager letting him
or her know that Mrs. Jones wants a
new recliner for her husband's birthday. From there, it’s just a quick call to
get the customer back in.
“I can honestly say that TraxSales,
along with a tweak in advertising, has
Bobby Broadnax Jr. and Bobby Broadnax Sr.
(l-r) own five successful Texas-based La-Z-Boy
Furniture Galleries.

completely changed our company.
It's been absolutely incredible for us.
“A retailer is only as good as how
well it focuses on the little things.
On Monday mornings, the TraxSales
system sends a performance letter to
every salesperson in our company. It
shows them where they are, what their
pace is, and what their percentage is
to goal. All those metrics that I used
to spend hours calculating by hand
are now generated automatically.”

Performance Goals
“Because TraxSales monitors weekly
performance, each manager knows
exactly how his or her team and every
salesperson has performed.
“Change is hard, especially for
experienced salespeople. In the
beginning, we felt like we needed to
incentivize everybody to get them to
use the program. For example, we
offered cash prizes in each store for
best next-item-needed entries over 40
percent.
“Once NIN entry became automatic,
we moved on to giving bonuses for
the most cell phone numbers collected. Now everyone knows that to be
successful, they need to use the sys-

“We were well on our way
for the first quarter to be
above 30 percent storewide when the coronavirus
hit. In May we were up a
whopping 42 percent and
on pace to have the biggest
sales month in the history of
the company!"

tem. If they can't do it, they can't work
here. That was Dave's idea as well."

Staying in Touch
“The TraxSales system generates
automatic thank you e-mails for shoppers even if they just stop in to look.
"It keeps a record of items shoppers
came in to look for or mentioned as a
next-item-needed. If we are running
a clearance or a special sale, salespeople shoot customers a text asking
them to come back in and mention
that the particular item they are looking for is now on sale. Salespeople
also use texts to thank customers for
coming in and buying. They always
send a handwritten letter and include
two business cards that customers can
hand out to friends and family.
“A big part of the TraxSales system
is to get people who don’t buy back
into the store. To gather information
and use the TraxSales system optimally, we started doing quarterly giveaways. The only way customers can
enter to win is to give us their information. We give pretty nice gifts away in
each of our stores."

Biggest Growth Spurt
“We have been growing steadily
for the past five years, but the biggest growth spurt we have ever had
occurred after we started working with
TraxSales. Sales were up 11 percent
in January 2020, and 25 percent in
February—over $700,000. In March,
we were well on our way for the first
quarter to be above 30 percent storewide, until the coronavirus hit. And
in May 2020 we were up a whopping
62 percent from 2019, the biggest
sales for that month in the history of
the company! TraxSales has totally
changed our company and how we
view our business. I advise anybody
that is looking to use a customer
relationship management system
to increase sales to call TraxSales.
Absolutely."

Struggling with Follow-Up?
We Are Here to Help!
Capture customer info
and so much more...
• Featuring the most accurate
camera-based people counter

• Automatic thank you letters to
unsold & sold customers

• Salespeople send personal texts
and emails directly from the Trax
database
• Metrics and correspondence
for oversight and sales coaching

• Collects next-item-needed info for
timely follow up
• Brings unsold customers back to
buy

• 20% sales increase GUARANTEE

Hope all your furniture is serving you
well and everyone
is safe and healthy!
If you need anything
else, this Friday is
an additional 25%
off. Thanks, Greg
TYPE MESSAGE

SEND

Build Customer Loyalty and
Watch Your Company Grow
CALL OR EMAIL TRAXSALES NOW
713-466-7177
Sales@TraxSales.com
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Grim Retail Personalities

A

post
COVID19 fairy
tale from
the pages of the
Brothers Grim
starring your very
own sales team.
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by Gordon Hecht

Today’s retail world may seem
like a frightening chapter in a fairy
tale. Read on and see how to deal
with the storybook characters you
may be able to spot on your store's
sales team.
It may be a case of history repeating itself, or life imitating art. Back
in 1812, the Grimm Brothers (aka
the Brothers Grimm) published a
story we now know as Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs. Over the
next 40 years, the story was revised
several times, including naming
the dwarfs Huckepack, Naseweis,
Packe, Pick, Puck, Purzelbaum and
Rumpelbold, then later, after the
seven days of the week.
The story was produced as a play
in 1912 with the names changed
to Blick, Flick, Glick, Plick, Quee,
Snick and Whick. Next came a Betty
Boop cartoon, with Betty in the lead
role. The names most of us are
familiar with date to the Walt Disney
film version released in 1937. If you
engaged in a barroom bet to name
them all, and assuming you didn’t
sample too many IPAs, you would
be correct if you answered Bashful,
Dopey, Grumpy, Sneezy, Sleepy,
Happy and Doc.
Walt Disney wanted to bring fun
family entertainment to all of us, but
he wasn’t shy about adding a few
life lessons. He gave each a personality that matched their name.

During this COVID thing, members
of your sales team may have developed one or more of the following
personality types. And, you may
detect personality changes in yourself. If so, read on and remember,
it takes a big person to admit they
have a few small flaws.
Bashful: Bashful is very shy and
kind-hearted. In our retail world,
it may be the person we call “A
Trouper,” one who takes direction
and never argues. They may be
that person who faithfully does all
the tagging and dusting and cleans
the break room. Although Bashful
is quiet, it doesn’t mean he or
she doesn’t want human contact!
Bashful is more comfortable in oneon-one situations. Take time to
call or text your bashful teammate
today-just to check up on things.
Dopey: Dopey is the only dwarf
who does not have a beard. He is
accident-prone and just a bit goofy.
Your organization may have a similar character. During your re-opening period, this dude or dudette
may forget about social distancing
and safe hygienic practices, putting
themselves, your team, and shoppers at risk. Individual states and
cities will have different requirements during re-opening, but be
sure everyone on your staff is in
compliance during work hours.
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"Grumpy acted that way before COVID and will continue to act that way after.
You can’t change behavior, but you can change teammates."
Grumpy: Grumpy is the guy that
initially opposes Snow White's presence in their home. You’ll recognize
your own Grumpy by their constant
negativity, sharing repetitive thoughts
such as, “nothing is as good as it
used to be,” “we’ll never recover,”
and other phrases that indicate that
the “world is crumbling.” Grumpy
acted that way before COVID and
will continue to act that way after.
You can’t change behavior, but you
can change teammates. It’s okay
to have a Grumpy on staff as long
as they don’t affect the attitudes of
others, or interact negatively with
customers.
Sneezy: His name is earned by
his extraordinarily powerful sneezes.
These days we don’t need people
who “suit up and show up.” A powerful paradigm shift of the pandemic
is learning that sick people need to
stay home, without shame or fear of
job loss. It was true before COVID
and truer today.
Sleepy: Sleepy is always tired and
appears lethargic in most situations.
In our business there is no more
room on staff for Sleepy. The entire
retail world has changed, just in
the last six to eight weeks. It’s not a
change we can sleep-walk through.
32

Survivors and victors will be the
people who can adapt to change
quickly and actively. Anyone on your
team who sleeps through the changes will contribute to your store being
left behind.
Happy: Happy is a jovial guy and is
usually portrayed laughing. COVID
is no joking matter, but we all need
to keep a sense of humor in any
period of major change. Happy is
the person on the team who keeps
the mood light, sees the best outcomes, and lives in a world populated with old friends and friends
they haven’t yet met. Put Happy in
charge of keeping people in communication, whether through group
video calls, phone calls, or texts.
Services like Zoom are a great way
to see and hear your team, even if
it’s an informal "HAPPY" hour.
Doc: The leader of the seven dwarfs,
Doc often mixes up his words when
he wants to make a point. Every
team and every organization, even
in our retail world, needs great leaders. Listening to what the leader says
is often more important than criticizing how they say it—it’s important
to get past the static of grammar
and minor speech errors that occur
when speakers are passionate about
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a subject. If you are the leader, you
can help everyone else out by considering what you want to say, and
by being a leader who also listens.
Sometimes it seems like we are living in a story written by the Brothers
Grimm. But like most fairy tales,
there will be some scary moments,
a couple of evil villains, an unsuspecting hero, and the happy ending
we all want and can’t wait to hear.
About Gordon Hecht: Gordon
Hecht is a Senior Manager for
Serta Simmons Bedding’s Strategic
Retail Group comprising over
400 locally owned and operated
bedding stores across the country selling Serta Simmons branded
and America’s Mattress branded
mattresses. He has been a store
manager, multi-unit Manager and
National Director of Sales and has
been recognized for outstanding
achievement with Ashley Furniture
HomeStores, Drexel-Heritage, RB
Furniture, Reliable Stores, and Sofa
Express. See all of Gordon's articles at www.furninfo.com/Authors/
List. Questions and comments can
be directed to Gordon Hecht at
ghecht@serta.com.
Note: some information in this article was reprinted from Wikipedia.
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Point/Counterpoint

E

THE NEW NORMAL?

d says our
industry
will begin
to recover
from the Covid
pandemic and
there will be a
new normal.
Bill says NOPE!
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by Bill Napier & Ed Tashjian

Editor’s Note: Editor’s Note: Here's
more from Furniture World's point/
counterpoint duo Bill Napier and Ed
Tashjian who have debated numerous topics in the pages of Furniture
World. See all of their commentary
at https://www.furninfo.com/Series/
Debate/57.

POINT: Ed Tashjian
What will be the near and longterm impact of the coronavirus on the
home furnishings industry? Is there
any reason for optimism in the third
and fourth quarters of 2020?
I say yes and Bill says no. Both of
us agree there will be fundamental
changes in manufacturing, importing and retailing. On March 14,
2020, America effectively closed for
business. That was when the Trump
administration declared a state of
emergency, calling on Americans to
practice social distancing to slow
the spread of the coronavirus. As
I'm writing this, many areas of the
country have started to reopen with
some retailers experiencing better
than expected retail traffic.
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Warren Shoulberg, a veteran industry consultant and journalist wrote in
Forbes in late April, “The numbers
on closed stores are simply staggering. The Coresight research group
reports around 630,000 outlets have
been forced to close in a process
that began in mid-March and has
pretty much continued unabated.
The National Retail Federation estimates that $430 billion in retail sales
will disappear over the next three
months.” What does it all mean?

Bankruptcies
There will be multiple bankruptcies. If you were unlucky enough to
be deemed a nonessential retailer,
you had nearly all the same costs but
no revenues. Even with PPP money,
you paid employees for not working,
the basic equivalent of laying them
off for eight weeks then hiring them
back as business resumes. Stores
with weak balance sheets will default
on their debts. For stores that faced
declining sales before the pandemic,
this may well be their death knell.
Even if there is a quick recovery,
employees who have been laid off

"The home furnishings
industry will recover, but there
will be a new normal. People
will always need a place to
eat, sleep and sit." -Ed Tashjian

or furloughed may be difficult to
re-employ. This will have unanticipated consequences. There will be a
consolidation of manufacturing and
retailing with existing assets bought
at bargain prices.

ber of people talking about home
renovation ideas on social media
has been double that of normal levels. Companies set to benefit from
this massive shift in DIY consumer
behavior include:

The home furnishings industry will
recover, but there will be a new
normal. People will always need a
place to eat, sleep and sit. No matter what happens, this is an inexorable need. There is no consensus on
whether months of pent up demand
will lead to robust sales—or whether
the bulk of these sales will be lost
forever. But sales will come back
and the long-term trajectory will be
the same as it was before the crisis.
On a positive note, some retailers
will not only survive, but will become
bigger, stronger, and will absorb the
share of the extinct.

savings depleted and will be pushed
into the lower-middle-class cohort.
They will adjust their status, tastes
and spending accordingly.
The carriage trade will benefit
greatly. Government spending and
the economic rebound will create
enormous wealth. Many manufacturers report that their orders from
the design channel have hardly
changed. Numerous projects were
already in process, and these clients
have plenty of disposable income.
I suspect we are about to see a
resurgence in second homes and
non-conspicuous (inside the home)
improvements.
We are already seeing retailers
beginning to downsize from cumbersome, expensive, over-inventoried retail showrooms to more manageable design-oriented footprints.

Problems in the Middle

A Home Renovation Boost

Brick & Mortar Adjustments

My prediction is it there will be
death in the middle: High-end and
lower-end stores will thrive, and
those serving the middle market will
have trouble. It seems in any crisis,
the rich get richer, and the poor get
poorer. A recent Federal Reserve
study found that nearly 40 percent
of people living in households earning $40,000 or less lost jobs, while
just 13 percent of those making
more than $100,000 were cut. The
middle-class cohort will have their

There is ample evidence of an
increased desire for home renovation. Anecdotally, homes have
never been cleaner, and their yards
have never looked nicer. Garbage
companies report that the volume
of refuse since the coronavirus started has increased markedly. Among
those things being trashed is furniture. If history is a guide, these
people will feel compelled to fill the
empty space.
According to Hearst, “The num-

We are seeing short term changes
in retail. Stores are featuring anterooms with hand sanitizer, are providing cart wipes, and have posted
signage requiring facemasks. Visits
can be arranged by appointment
only. While at first blush it sounded
like this might have a deleterious
effect, it is stimulating sales. Over
the past decade, furniture sales have
become less transactional and more
relational. A planned appointment
forces a customer to engage with
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• Home Depot purchase intent
mentions are up 75 percent yearover-year.
• Lowe’s isn’t surging as strongly,
but is still seeing a 55 percent
year-over-year increase in purchase intent mentions.
• Whirlpool Q1 purchase intent
mentions are pacing to come in
at a 33 percent increase yearover-year, with Maytag brand
leading the way.
• Purchase intent mentions for
Sherwin Williams increased by
over 50 percent year-over-year.”

Are your sales associates
sitting and waiting for the
next customer to walk in?

Are you waiting
to check out the
latest advance in
Upboard Technology?

Visit www.iconnectgroup.com/visilytics or call 703-471-3964
to schedule a Demo and ask for your 60-day Free Trial!

•
•
•
•
•

Improve email and cell phone captures
Increase in-store traffic
Engage with automated chat bots
Use Visilytics for accurate shopper counts
Customer Relationship Management
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“A planned appointment

forces a customer to engage with a salesperson from the outset
and makes every store visit intentional." -Ed Tashjian

a salesperson from the outset and
makes every store visit intentional.
Retail footprints have been adapted to meet social distancing guidelines. We are seeing one-way aisles,
six-foot distance markers, signage
to keep shoppers from running
into each other and frequent disinfecting stations. Curbside pick-up
has become more popular from
Walmart to the grocery store. This
is a necessary feature at least in the
short term.

Longer-Term
Longer-term there will be an
increased emphasis on performance
fabrics. Cleanability and antimicrobial properties have become
increasingly important selling features. And there will be innovations.
Forward thinking designers like
Bruce Hirschhaut are developing
fabrics and designs that incorporate
copper and silver threads that have
antivirus properties.

Remote Work
Remote work will become much
more common. Based on recent
experience, large employers are
reevaluating their huge investments
in concentrated work environments.
More workers will have increased
flexibility regarding how and when
they do their work, and they will
38
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develop video conferencing skills
that might be translated into shopping. More on that later. This will
generate demand for quality, functional and attractive home office
furniture. There will also be a need
for attractive backgrounds since this
is how the worker will be seen. And,
it will require specialized lighting to
make meeting participants appear
more attractive. At the same time,
it will allow them to shop virtually
during the weekday.
Increases in e-commerce have
had an immediate effect and precipitated lasting change. Retailers
who fail to embrace this will do
so at their peril. There is no better
evidence of this than the tracking of
Wayfair stock during the initial stages of the pandemic. In February, the
company said it was laying off 500
employees, as sales hadn’t turned
into profit.
Wayfair closed on Mar. 19, at
$23.50 per share. As I write this, it
is trading at $122.61 a share. If you
had the fortitude and guts to invest at
the bottom, you could’ve more than
quintupled your money in a month.
(As of May 18, the stock is trading
at $155.06. Every dollar invested
would be worth $6.60.) What does
Wall Street know that the rest of us
don’t? Long-term, e-commerce is
the future of home furnishings—not
necessarily as a standalone, but as
a complement to other channels of
distribution. Wayfair got so cheap so

fast that it was easier to buy than to
replicate.
Working from home will have profound effects on the commercial real
estate market. This and an excess of
retail space, the result of bankruptcies and downsizing, will put downward pressure on real estate values
and rents. It will probably also lead
to the transformation of office buildings in big cities to residential real
estate the same way that malls are
being repurposed.

Made in America
Made in America will temporarily
become more important. This will
happen for two reasons. The first, is
xenophobia. The virus has caused a
high level of mistrust, and the flames
are being fanned by politics. Second,
it has become much more difficult to
import goods. According to the U.S.
Customs Service, 2019 furniture
imports declined by eight percent.
Imports from China decreased by
28 percent. This will be further exacerbated by disruptions in the supply
chain as COVID affects each part of
the world differently.
Even though the decline in oil prices will make transportation cheaper,
there are likely to be new regulations that will lengthen the supply
chain and make it less attractive.
Expect tariffs to feature prominently
in the news going forward.
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THE NEW NORMAL?
Effects of Less Travel
Less travel means more virtual
travel: Locally, nationally, and especially internationally. We are going
to see fewer business trips. The
new “work from home” virtual tools
have demonstrated that if you have
an existing relationship, it is faster,
easier and cheaper to meet online
than in person. This of course will
be much tougher if you don’t have
a relationship. We will also start to
see more virtual store visits. I can
envision a floor salesperson with an
iPad walking the floor and showing
customers choices and options, to
be followed up with an email replete
with pictures and pricing.
Also, for the near future, it will
be nearly impossible—and undesirable—to vacation outside of the
country. There will be hassles on
both ends. There is no guarantee
you will be able to reenter the USA.
It will take years for the cruise lines
to recover. What will people do

"Charles Darwin said,
'It is not the strongest of
the species that survives,
nor the most intelligent
that survives. It is the one
that is most adaptable to
change.'" -Ed Tashjian

with the money that they originally
planned to spend on vacations?
There’s a good chance they will
spend it on their homes, and we will
resurrect the concept of the staycation.

Trade Shows
Trade shows will change forever. For better or worse, I believe
that fewer people will be traveling to fewer shows. Manufacturers
will be challenged to demonstrate
their products independently of their
showrooms. This will be done with
virtual tools. Store buyers are less
likely to meet with manufacturers
reps—at least for the near future.
There will still be showrooms, but
the visits will trend toward virtual
instead of personal and will last all
year rather than specific periods.
Yes, we all love markets, but until
there is a vaccine, fewer people will

risk traveling.

What We Don't Know
No one has a crystal ball. We
don’t know when this will end, we
don’t know when we will have a
vaccine, and we don’t know if there
will be a resurgence of the virus that
sends us directly back to jail without
passing go.
What do we know? As mentioned
previously, human beings will always
need a place to sit, sleep, and eat.
It is the most wonderful thing about
the home furnishings industry, and it
will never change. That said, people
are in shock and in many areas of
the country many customers will not
beat the path to your door, at least
right away.

Messaging
For areas that are slow to recover, or should we experience a "W"
shaped recovery, the messaging is
clear. Now more than ever, it is
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important that your customers'
homes become a safe haven and
a comfortable retreat. While quarantined they came face-to-face
with how much they love their
homes and many became more
open to ways their homes could
be made more comfortable, and
cozier.
So now is the time to let your
customers know that you are open
for business. Tell them that they
can shop at your corporate/store
website. Explain that they can call
or chat with your knowledgeable

"Remind them that their
homes are the truest
luxury of enduring value
and that family matters
most." -Ed Tashjian

retail and design associates to
answer any questions and expedite
deliveries. If you offer shopping
by appointment, no-touch delivery options are available. And be
sure to reassure them that you are
making every effort to keep your
employees and shoppers safe,
then be prepared to tell them how.
Remind them that their homes are
the truest luxury of enduring value
and that family matters most. And,
that your store is ready to help
them with home furnishings products that turn a house into a home.

Ed's Bottom Line
We have every reason as an
industry to be optimistic in the long
run. Charles Darwin said, “It is not
the strongest of the species that
survives, nor the most intelligent
that survives. It is the one that is
most adaptable to change.” Those
manufacturers and retailers that
can read the tea leaves and adapt
their models will be successful.
Those who try to do business as

usual will become extinct.

COUNTERPOINT: Bill Napier
Ed stole much of my fire, but
there are additional issues that I
will address or expand upon. If
you feel that you've had enough
bad news over the last few months,
DON'T READ ON. There's a reason my dear friend Ed refers to me
as Darth Napier!

1.

There will be multiple bankruptcies. I agree with Ed,
but further predict the demise of
25 percent of all home furnishings
retailers and 30 percent of all
manufacturers as we know them.

2.

Ed predicts that the home
furnishings industry will
recover, but there will be a new
normal. NOPE!

3.

Ed predicted there will be
death in the middle: I say
all home furnishings retailers will
suffer, NOT just at middle price
points.

“The Best Overall Resource For
Mattress Sales Professionals!”
by David Benbow.

291 pages of sales-boosting power.
Get It At.... http://www.bedsellersmanual.com

“I agree with Ed, but
further predict the demise of
25 percent of all home furnishings
retailers and 30 percent of all
manufacturers as we know
them." -Bill Napier

Since 2015, and earlier, I have
written about the fact that retailers and manufacturers will face
retail and wholesale Armageddon
because so many have refused to
address how consumers shop and
want to engage with retail establishments.
In a post-COVID-19 world, those
companies that did not do their
due diligence before the pandemic
have changed their destiny. Instead
of dying a slow death, they likely
have been upgraded to a very quick
demise.
It's ironic that for years virtually
every industry blog has embraced
online platforms as the “new normal." It's my view that we haven't
yet recognized what the new normal
is and will be. The insanity is that
events of the past few months have
created a society that is scared of
virtually everything. #Lemmings.
Over 30 percent, and probably
closer to 60 percent, of furniture
retailers still have worthless websites
with virtually no content to be found
in search. Add to that no pricing
and no online purchasing platforms.
It's not a surprise that store traffic
has steadily declined for years, and
has now largely disappeared. Much
of it will not come back. PERIOD.
In 2017 I wrote a “doom and

gloom” blog about Michael
Dugan’s book: "The Furniture
Wars: How America Lost A 50
Billion Dollar Industry." Here are
some updated highlights from that
article that are even more relevant
right now.
• Why is it that our industry fails
to make the required investments
to attract consumers? These
include decent websites loaded
with thousands of SKUs. Well over
80 percent of people searching
for furniture start on the internet
and nearly as many are looking
for product information. Over 75
percent of consumers who see a
retail ad go first to the company
website before visiting.
• Amazon and Wayfair have tens
of millions of pages of furniture
SKUs on their websites. Do I need
to mention others like Overstock?
The message is clear. Show
more... sell more!
• Many retailers fail to put every
SKU they have open to buy on
their websites. They often say they
don't want to do "special order,"
but in fact, every on-line retailer's
purchase is a special order.
• A huge percentage of furniture
retailers ignore the need to have
mobile responsive websites. The

number of smartphone users in the
US and Canada in
2020 has been estimated
at
over 285 million—and
guess what—they aren't making a
ton of phone calls. Our customers
are surfing the internet, interacting with websites, watching videos, reading reviews and maybe/
hopefully they’re checking out our
stores!!
• The furniture industry has systematically avoided showing prices or
offering e-commerce on websites,
even though MasterCard and
"The Wall Street Journal" reported
holiday sales of furniture grew
by double digits. Even before the
pandemic there were predictions
that by 2020, 32 percent of ALL
furniture purchases would be
on-line.

For those of you who want to learn
more about the role of technology
in our industry, read our recent
Technology Point-Counterpoint at
www.furninfo.com/Furniture-WorldArticles/3754.

More Doom & Gloom
Right now, our industry is in desperation mode. Isn’t it interesting
May/June 2020
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THE NEW NORMAL
that virtually every blog, email blast,
LinkedIn post, etc., promotes video
chat, online purchase, creating
leads online, website content and
more?
I believe it's too late for many in
our industry to change gears and
catch up to technological advances
that have been going on for years.
I blame manufacturers more than
retailers for the industry failures.
Here is why.
• They haven't embraced standardization of content to make it easy
to stream their content online.
• They've not offered retailer support to help engage consumers at
the point of sale.

"Those companies
that did not do their
due diligence before
the pandemic have
changed their destiny.
Instead of dying a slow
death, they likely have
been upgraded to a very
quick demise." -Bill Napier
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• Most manufacturers have not
developed strategies/tactics to
help their retail customers show
more and sell more.

Why has this happened? It's
because most marketing people in
our industry are focused on furniture
markets instead of the end consumer, leaving the heavy lifting to their
retailers to define their brand, the
content, and go-to-market strategies. This, I believe, will be the
demise of many manufacturers and
retailers. As Ed mentioned, right
now the smart money is looking to
companies like Wayfair. Its stock
has rocketed because they have the
content that retailers and manufacturers don’t. It is that simple. (I am
not, by the way, endorsing Wayfair
long term.)

What Can Be Done
Retailers need to show every SKU
for which they have “open to buy”
and let shoppers decide how they
want to buy… instantly or special order. At present we've acquiesced to Amazon, Wayfair and other
"online-only" providers that together
capture 63 percent of online furniture sales, according to data analytics firm 1010data, a company that
tracks online sales via credit and
debit card transitions.
Unfortunately, the old platform of
“build it and they will come” has
been dying a slow and now more
rapid death for two decades. Sure,
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COVID-19 has been devastating for
the industry, but in my opinion it has
just accelerated the inevitable.
About Ed Tashjian: Tashjian
Marketing provides marketing
leadership to the home furnishings
industry. It specializes in business
analytics and thought leadership.
It helps its clients to segment the
market and target prospects' sustainable differentiated value propositions. Get more information at www.
Tashjianmarketing.com or call Ed at
(828) 320-0117.
About Bill Napier: Bill is Managing
Partner of Napier Marketing Group.
He has been the chief marketing
officer of several small, medium
and large companies throughout his
career, most notably Ashley Furniture
Industries. Bill is also a featured writer and speaker in the retail industry.
His passion is to help retail brands
and brick and mortar retailers grow
their businesses by creating, guiding
and deploying successful marketing
B2B/B2C solutions integrating traditional marketing with the web/social
media. He has demonstrated this
with his FREE website www.social4retail.com that has hundreds of
articles and “how-to” strategies for
retailers and brands. Reach Bill at:
billnapier@napiermkt.com or 612217-1297.
More Point/Counterpoint articles
by Bill Napier and Ed Tashjian can
be found at https://www.furninfo.
com/Series/Debate/57.

Service Lamp Corp.

Helps Retailers Keep The Lights On

With one more layer of customer & employee protection!
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Effectively
kills surface
& airborne
pathogens!
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stores in bathrooms, break rooms,
service counters, office, maintenance
& some showroom areas.

•Perfect for placement on tables, work

benches or pendant hung from ceiling.

•Low power consumption – uses
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Integrated motion
sensor on base for
automatic shut-off
to prevent injury
due to exposure to
UV-C light.

•Recommended coverage area is

100 sq ft. per 17.5" x 7.5" unit.

•Designed with safety in mind. Included
remote times on the fixture for 15, 30
or 60 minute operation periods.

•Affordable protection. Only $150
per unit.
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DESIGN
Kas Rugs
Inspire comprises a collection of trendy, transitional
machine-woven rugs with metallic highlights
throughout. These rugs are made in Turkey of
shrink polyester with 1/4" pile height.
Contact information on page 64.

Null
This small-scale magazine storage cabinet is a
new addition to Null’s Expressions Collection.
It features plenty of storage with cubbies and
drawers. It sports a movable side rack plus charging
station area that includes ample space for a device.
Contact information on page 64.

Furniture of America
Lillian is a lovely mix of rustic flavor and functional design. Features
include natural tone wood grain and paneling, accents, foot board
drawers and felt lining.
Contact information on page 64.

OW Lee
Marin is a full-line collection that includes dining,
deep seating and lounge options in both cushion
and Flex. The cushioned deep seating features
plush comfort and patent pending Flex Comfort
Seating Systems for superior comfort.
Contact information on page 64.

Copeland
The Linn Bedroom is crafted
in solid American Black
Walnut hardwood. The natural
finish is Greenguard certified
for low chemical emissions.
Available in Queen, King and
California King.
Contact information on page 64.

Country View Woodworking
The Mayan Dining Set, part of the Elite Dining Series, offers an exceptional two-tone dining experience. The sharp Sap Cherry table
top is accented by a Brown Maple base in black paint. Available in 12 sizes ranging from solid top to four leaves, offered in 14
shapes and edge profiles. Shown with black painted Woodmont chairs.
Contact information on page 64.
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DESIGN
Nourison
A repeat pattern of octagonal shields
contains a variety of geometric designs
in this classic Persian-style area rug. It's
from the Starry Nights collection with
Nouri-Guard™ fiber protectant for lasting,
stain-resistant beauty.
Contact information on page 64.

Legends
Inspired by the Arts and Crafts movement of early 20th century, Branson,
a multi category, delivers a unique two-tone collection with strong lines,
dramatic details, beautiful grains and wood tones that feels familiar yet fresh.
Contact information on page 64.

Apricity
Apricity continues to deliver when it comes to what’s new and exciting in
outdoor living. Apricity’s Glenwood Fire Pit Dining Collection features a mix of
texture and high-quality materials. The trending mix of bench and traditional
seating are accented with all-weather wicker and the group’s centerpiece, a fire
pit dining table.
Contact information on page 64.

Omnia
The Kent Collection features clean lines and fine tailoring for
quiet sophistication. Available in multiple sizes and abundant
leather choices. Proudly Made in America.
Contact information on page 64.

A-America
Evocative of Shou Sugi Ban, the Japanese method for
preserving wood with fire, the Atlanta Dining Collection has
a slightly blackened appearance, revealing clean, distinct
lines and an inherent textural beauty. The bold, contemporary
minimalism of this design focuses attention on the natural ash
brown beauty of the solid wood.
Contact information on page 64.

Klaussner
City Limits features custom-designed
hardware and a multi-layered dark
chocolate finish. This collection combines
mixed materials, incorporating metal,
stone and wood.
Contact information on page 64.
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DESIGN
Norwalk

Celadon
This three-dimensional representation of a busy Italian market
setting in Bologna is elegant in its depiction of the landscape,
characters and animals.
Contact information on page 64.

Estro Milano
The Fernand, a high-end, contemporary quality-crafted
Italian leather sofa includes optional dual-power recliner
functionality. Available in over 200 leather and fabric
coverings.
Contact information on page 64.

The Pluto Chair sits on tall thin legs. A
dramatic oval-shaped arm roll feeds into
the front rail and the back narrows as it
comes to the top, visually heightening
the silhouette.
Contact information on page 64.

Screen Gems
As more people are sheltering together this screen/room
divider is a great way for customers to provide additional
privacy in workspaces, living rooms or bedrooms. Its
elegantly trendy geometric design is crafted from fine
Sheesham wood.
Contact information on page 64.

Chromcraft
The Arbor Power Lift Recliner from the new Comfort In
Motion brand of power recliners features Infinite Recline
and Lift. Available in a choice of 100 custom fabrics and
two size options: medium and small. Built in America.
Contact information on page 64.

Whittier Wood
The modern good looks of Bryce is elevated with soft brass
accents. Rounded corner details throughout the collection
accentuate the sleek silhouettes. Made of solid Alder and
Black Walnut hardwoods.
Contact information on page 64.
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HFA REPORTS

Here To Help
Sharon Bradley, CEO, Home Furnishings Association

N

ow more than ever, HFA is
here for you—during and
after these tough times.

Quarantines. Layoffs. Store closings. Relief packages. Six feet.
Sanitizing stations. Furniture retailers have been through a lot over
these past three months. The Home
Furnishings Association has been
with them every step of the way.
Almost overnight our website
was transformed into a one-stop
COVID-19 Recovery Resources
page for HFA members looking for
ways to make business sense out
of this pandemic. As states ordered
businesses like yours to close their
doors, we provided guidelines for
securing federal aid and shared tips
for quickly cutting expenditures.
Through our weekly webinars,
we’ve connected retailers with
some of the smartest people in
the industry—people like Ashley’s
Todd Wanek, La-Z-Boy's Stephen
Krull, City Furniture’s Keith Koenig
and analyst Jerry Epperson—who
offered keen insight and timely suggestions for surviving this crisis.
HFA has partnered with select
vendors to provide exclusive offers
on e-commerce, chat and point-of-
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sale systems as you get your business back up and running. We’ve
been a constant, loud voice in
Washington advocating for you and
your store with legislative leaders.
I hope you find the HFA's contributions in this edition of Furniture
World magazine to be of value;
one more example of helping the
retail community make it through
these difficult times. In this and
future editions, you’ll find more
information and additional advice
from HFA members like you determined to succeed. I hope you take
a few minutes to read their stories
and all the helpful content found in
Furniture World.
We also know you have a lot
of hard work ahead of you. There
will be tough choices to make in
the coming months. The Home
Furnishings Association is not going
anywhere. We will partner with
more vendors and set up more
webinars. And we’ll make sure
that Washington knows what we’ve
known all along—Furniture retail is
an essential business!
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If you need help with anything,
don’t hesitate to contact your membership specialist. If you’re a furniture retailer who’s been thinking
about joining the HFA, now’s a
great time to talk to us. Visit our
website at myhfa.org We’re here
for you.
For more information on HFA visit
https://myhfa.org/.

"I hope you find the
HFA's contributions in this
edition of Furniture World
magazine to be of value;
one more example
of helping the retail
community make it
through these difficult
times."
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E

pperson says retailers need to
plan now for supply chain issues
as economy rebounds. -by Robert Bell

The numbers are sobering. With
double-digit unemployment, home
furnishings sales were down in May
for the third straight month compared with the same month last
year—a trend that’s almost sure to
continue into the summer.
But there’s hope. In a recent
Home Furnishings Association live
COVID-19 webinar, industry analyst
Jerry Epperson said Americans will
slowly start to venture out and return
to the habits they once possessed.
Those habits include shopping for
furniture.
Epperson told retailers the economy would start to warm up in
September if school systems and universities are able to reopen. “I think
we’re going to see the major turn (in
the economy) come in September,
if that happens,” said Epperson.
“When we open the schools, that’s
when we’ll all start to feel better,
and with that comes the opening
of retail across the country to fewer
restrictions.”
In the same breath, Epperson
acknowledged that September
seems a long way off, but he added
that retailers should be working
now to prepare. "That starts with

your staff," he told retailers. With so
much government assistance available, there’s not a better time for
store owners to rethink their staffing
levels.
“You need to look at your company, people, operating techniques,
and vendors. It's an opportunity to
upgrade who you are and what
you’re doing. If you’re going to
lay off team members, this isn't a
bad time because they have a lot
of opportunities to get government
support.”
Epperson said furniture retailers
need to prepare now. “The really
smart retailers who were able to
stay open are going to buy inventory
knowing that there will be shortages
as we come out of this,” he said.
“That’s going to give them an edge,
and you need to catch up.”
Epperson said Asian manufacturing plants were just starting to get
back up when American retailers
began canceling orders this spring.
He said supply chains will be in fits
of starting and stopping over the
next several months. “There’s going
to be an important period of time
(when) this or that product will not
be available,” he explained. “You

should be on the phone with your
preferred vendors now finding out
what’s available, what you need
and getting the ball rolling, showing
them that you support them and
want to work with them.”
Epperson expects national furniture sales to get back to even
sometime in the fall and slowly start
climbing after that. But the overall
economy will take at least three
years to fully recover, he said. He
predicts as much as 30 percent of
the retail base will be shed when all
is said and done. “It doesn’t have
to be your store,” he said. “Not if
you’re thinking lean and working
now to get ready.”
For more of Epperson’s insights,
check out his HFA Webinar on HFA’s
Covid-19 Recovery Resources page.
For more information on HFA
membership and services for home
furnishings retailers visit https://
myhfa.org or call 800.422.3778.

“Look at your company,
people, operating
techniques and vendors.
It's an opportunity to
upgrade who you are
and what you’re doing."
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H

igh Point Market Authority
plans unique format for
fall show. HFA to open
redesigned Resource Center.

The High Point Market Authority
announced last month that its fall
showcase will run from Oct. 13-21,
an expansion of the original dates,
which were Oct. 17-21. It will be
divided into three segments of three
days each. The intent is to limit
attendance to fewer than 50,000
people on any given day, which will
allow greater social distancing.
The Home Furnishings Association
will fully support the unique format for the High Point Market in
October, Executive Vice President
Mark Schumacher said.
“I think this is loaded with opportunity,” said Schumacher, a liaison
member of the Market Authority’s
board of directors. Many furniture
stores opening their doors after

weeks of being closed by state
orders during the coronavirus crisis
have seen strong customer demand,
he noted. Schumacher expects the
same response at the October market, as buyers will be eager to see
and order new products. “Closing
rates will be very high,” Schumacher
said.
The HFA will open its redesigned
11,000-square-foot
Resource
Center at the fall market. It will
feature a new and larger seminar
space, conference rooms, places
for networking, relaxing and eating, and spaces for vendors and
solution partners to meet retailers.
The Resource Center is on the first
floor of Plaza Suites, meaning visitors don’t need to use elevators or

escalators to get there. That will
make it a good location for meetings, Schumacher said. The Market
Authority will urge all buyers to visit
showrooms by appointment, and
the HFA will encourage that, too.
That will mean that visitors are more
focused on using their time productively.
Retailers who come to the
Resource Center will find service
providers ready to help them reach
and engage with customers more
effectively in a changing business
environment, so the October market may be more relevant than any
before.
The HFA has been working with
industry partners to find the best way
to navigate this new approach to
the fall market, Schumacher noted.
“We’ve had a voice at the table, not
only in this decision but in how this
looks going forward,” he said.

“Redesigned Resource
Center will feature
a new and larger
seminar space,
conference rooms,
places for networking,
relaxing and eating,
and spaces for vendors
and solution partners to
meet retailers."
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oconis Furniture & Mattress and Sheely's Furniture
find pent-up demand and strong sales as states
reopen. - By Robert Bell

Home Furnishings Association
members spent weeks waiting for
their state governors to give the order
to reopen. When those orders were
given, they were ready. Apparently,
so were consumers.
Last month, on the first day back
after nearly two weeks of shuttered
doors, Coconis Furniture & Mattress
First opened for 12 appointment-only customers in Zanesville, Ohio.
The skeleton sales staff was busy
enjoying an 80 percent close rate.
The next day was even better—92
percent.
“We were blown away by the
response,” Bo Coconis says. “It was
steady business because we spread
out the appointments and everything
went so smoothly. We couldn't be
happier with the results.”
Across the state in North Lima,
HFA member Sheely’s also reopened
to customers by appointment only
with similar success. Manager Jeff
Curry says the close rate over the
first weekend was “about 96 to 98
percent—just phenomenal.”

Furniture is Essential
The success both stores enjoyed
proves that furniture retail truly is an
essential business, as HFA members
have argued throughout the nationwide shutdown. But even more
58
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important, those first-week sales
showed there’s a pent-up demand
for furniture by consumers who
spent the past two months at home.
Industry analyst Jerry Epperson
says furniture retailers can expect
similar stories in pockets of the
country heading into the summer as
consumers slowly venture out.
After weeks at home on the same
sofa or having their dining room
table double as an office desk,
many shoppers are rethinking the
furnishings in their lives.
"They're seeing that maybe furniture really is essential, and their
buying habits are reflecting that,"
says Epperson. "Nobody expects this
to last, but retailers need to be ready
for this kind of demand for a few
weeks, maybe months."
Coconis agrees, “Nobody’s predicting this is going to last because,
well, it just can’t, but we’re going to
take advantage of this spike for as
long as we can and help our customers out.”

Curbside Delivery
Both Coconis and Sheely’s, like
many other furniture retailers across
the country, are offering curbside
delivery, one of many changes as
they try to meet their customers'
heightened safety concerns. It starts
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in the morning when employees are
screened with forehead temperature
readings. It continues with an attendant at the front door limiting the
number of people in the store. And
throughout the day, both stores are
busy with a very public cleaning of
surfaces, bathrooms and furniture.
Curry says the cleaning is not just
for show at Sheely’s. “We don’t just
want to look like we’re safe to the
public. We want to be safe. We
need to be safe, but at the same
time it’s important to show them we
are practicing what we preach.”
That same mindfulness of a clean
store is what customers see when

"It’s less about having
the best-this or the
easiest-that and more
about what you are
doing to look after
the needs of your
customers.” -John Graham

they first enter Coconis Furniture,
where signage asks customers to
wear a mask and practice social
distancing throughout the store.
There’s even a sanitizing station at
the front for customers to use coming and going. “People are just now
getting back into the world,” says
Coconis. “We want to make them
feel as comfortable and safe as we
possibly can.”

Be Serious, Not Gimmicky
That feeling of security is going to
go a long way with customers look-

ing for a safe environment to shop.
Marketing consultant John Graham
says retailers need to come out of
this pandemic with new messaging
that’s not gimmicky. “It’s less about
having the best-this or the easiest-that and more about what you
are doing to look after the needs of
your customers. That’s the only way
you’re going to get them into your
store. They need to know you’re
looking out for them and not just
trying to make a sale.”
Epperson says consumers are
going to be in a buying mode this
summer. “At least the ones who can
afford to be,” he says. “But they

want that security. They don’t expect
to go back into your store the way
they used to. We might not see that
type of thinking from consumers for
a long time—maybe years. But they
do need to feel safe.”
Coconis knows sales will eventually drop, so he and his staff
are doing everything to accommodate customers today. The adage
of making hay while the sun shines
is appropriate. “As long as they’re
coming in and being safe and practical, we’re going to do our best to
help them out,” he says. “That’s
really no different than it was before
we closed.”
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etailers push Congress for
added PPP flexibility and other
coronavirus legislation. - By Doug Clark

When the Home Furnishings
Association published its first blog
post on the coronavirus Feb. 4, it
quoted Jameson Dion saying the
spread of the disease would have
“far-reaching consequences.”
On that day, only 11 cases of
COVID-19 had been recorded in the
United States. “Community spread”
had not begun and no furniture
stores had been shut down. But
Dion, vice president of global sourcing for HFA member City Furniture
in Tamarac, Florida, was already
keeping a wary eye on fast-moving
developments. The headline on that
blog post warned, “Coronavirus is
likely to disrupt furniture industry.”
Since then, Dion and other members of HFA’s Government Relations
Action Team—from Massachusetts
to California—have been busy
working on behalf of furniture retailers caught in this massive disruption. Under their direction, HFA has
pushed Congress for critical relief
and recovery measures.
The GRAT, led by Matt Schultz of
John V Schultz Furniture in Erie, Pa.,
developed legislative priorities and
made sure Congress was aware of
them. Schultz spoke with his rep60
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resentative, U.S. Rep. Mike Kelly,
to ask for more flexibility in the
Paycheck Protection Program and
for liability protection for furniture
stores. The team held conversations
with U.S. Rep. Darin LaHood (R-Ill.),
U.S. Sen. Todd Young (R-Ind.) and
with a key staff member for the
Senate Small Business Committee.
It also spoke with officials from the
U.S. Department of the Treasury to
discuss the impact of the Families
First Coronavirus Response Act on
furniture retail businesses.
Thanks to groundwork by the
GRAT, the HFA has addressed letters
to congressional leaders, including Sen. Mitch McConnell, Speaker
Nancy Pelosi and others, Treasury
Secretary Steven Mnuchin and
Small Business Administrator Jovita
Carranza. Its efforts have led to
the granting of additional flexibility in how PPP loans can be used,
an expanded credit for Employee
Retention Tax Credits and correcting a detrimental tax provision for
expensing improvements to retail
property.
As furniture stores across the
country were ordered to close to
help stem the spread of the deadly
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virus, the GRAT also developed fact
sheets for retailers to communicate
three points to state and local officials:
• Furniture stores are essential.
• Furniture stores are safe.
• All stores that sell furniture should
be treated equally.

In normal times, the GRAT holds
monthly conference calls covering
topics such as tariffs, furniture stability and flame retardants—all very
important issues. For the past several months, it has conferred at least
weekly. It will continue that schedule
as long as the “far-reaching consequences” of the coronavirus crisis
are disrupting the furniture industry.
Doug Clark can be reached at
dclark@myhfa.org and 336-8708025.

"Dion and other members
of HFA’s Government
Relations Action Team
have been busy working
on behalf of furniture
retailers caught in this
massive disruption."
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